
Abandoned factory | potential intervention

The part of the ‘Cockerill Sambre’ steel manu-
facturer.

MARCHIENNE-AU-PONT De Cartier 
Metro and bus stations

MARCHIENNE-AU-PONT Providence 
Metro station and bus stations

Sealed line of buildings, all possible paths closed 
with fences. 
Opening of the convenient walkways through the 
site.

‘Cool Cooler’. Place of the tourist attraction

Most popular tourist track of 4.6km through the 
range of the spoil tips.

Abandoned  industrial structure

‘Water beam’ | possible intervention

Hundred meters of the closed path from the South 
residential zone to the RAVel track.

The RAVeL track which goes alongside industrial 
ruins

Tunnel under the train lines

Pooping tunnel under the tram lines which leads 
from the MARCHIENNE-AU-PONT De Cartier 
to the metro and bus stations.

Previously part of the ‘Cockerill Sambre’ steel 
manufacturer.

The RAVeL track which goes along the river. 
‘The RAVeL’ (autonomous network of slow 
tracks)-the most visited tourist walkway in Char-
leroi. 
The 14km of slow tracks goes alongside industri-
al ruins, over the slag heaps, through woods and 
along rivers.

The RAVeL track which goes over the terrils

Highway N581

Beginning of the South residential zone

South residential district

‘Rockerill’ -  concert hall, former ‘Cockerill 
Sambre’ steel manufacturer.

Working industry, private territorytram bridge, not accessible for pedestrians

tram bridge, not accessible for pedestrians

his blank spot well fit for water activities, there 
is well suited water coast, place for water trans-
port parking and hard pavement and already 
existed car access.

‘Water coast’ | possible intervention

Beginning of the North residential district

Hiking tracks over the ‘Terril du Bayemont’

 ‘Cable car’  /  potential intervention 

Cable transport in this area was used to connect 
the factories, transporting materials above the 
canal. These structures were forsaken and some 
of them were dismantled. The renewal of the ca-
ble car system reconciles with the industrial past, 
connecting it to people.

Abandoned factory | potential intervention

Concrete basement, leftover from the factory 

aterials’ landfill. eftover from industrial ma-
terials (gravel sand, coal)

aterials’ landfill. eftover from industrial ma-
terials (gravel sand, coal)

Materials’ storage, privatr territory

Working plant, private territory

Opened path through the plant

The tower used to be attached to the Rockerill 
building, functioning as a one system.

‘Water tower’ | potential intervention

‘Breaking the boundaries’

Abandoned bunker | potential intervention
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THE INDUSTRIAL SILHOUETTE
Observation platform

‘Nature tends to creep back into the most unlikely places if given half a chance’

Dave Goulson ‘Bee Quest’
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THE FLOATING PATH
Cable car link

‘Everything we needed was already there, and it was our job simply to find and re-present 
these features through a discreet architecture.’ 

George Descombes, ‘The Swiss Way’
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THE TRENCH
Green corridor to the Rockerill
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THE LOCKED HISTORY
Rockerill courtyard
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THE BLANK SPOT
Plaza,  everyday activities
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THE BLANK SPOT
Plaza, open air concert
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THE BLANK SPOT
Plaza, sport event

‘I see a landscape as a question and an invitation. In this border zone between heaven and earth we try to find our way 
and tell stories to colour our lives and to give them meaning.’

Andrei Tarkovsky, ‘Roadside Picnic’
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THE BLANK SPOT
Plaza, Food market
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 THE OVERPASS
Pedestrian bridge
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 THE OVERPASS
Pedestrian bridge

‘ The path as a way of researching the landscape, of experimenting with alternately big and little things
 which are often overlooked and neglected – blades of grass, flowers, stones, tree roots, small streams, and so on.’ 

George Descombes
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THE HIDDEN WAY
Active plant entrance

‘Human tends to creep back into the most unlikely places if given half a chance’

Tomas Ooms
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THE HIDDEN WAY
Residential area entrance
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